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Abstract

AU : Pleaseconfirmthatallheadinglevelsarerepresentedcorrectly:The opportunity to participate in and contribute to emerging fields is increasingly prevalent

in science. However, simply thinking about stepping outside of your academic silo can leave

many students reeling from the uncertainty. Here, we describe 10 simple rules to success-

fully train yourself in an emerging field, based on our experience as students in the emerging

field of ecological forecasting. Our advice begins with setting and revisiting specific goals to

achieve your academic and career objectives and includes several useful rules for engaging

with and contributing to an emerging field.

Introduction

In an age of increasing data availability [1] and intensified interdisciplinary collaboration [2],

emerging disciplines have begun to play a more prominent role in science. Indeed, data from

the publication database Web of Science document a steep increase in the percentage of total

publications that use the words “emerging discipline” or “emerging field” since 1970 (Fig 1). In

light of this growth, the ability to contribute to and participate in emerging fields has become a

much needed skill. Emerging fields also offer particularly valuable career development opportu-

nities that students and other early career scientists may be interested in pursuing.

While there are many definitions for the term “emerging,” here, we define an emerging

field as having 2 components. First, it must draw from 2 or more parent fields, which we define

as previously established fields of science that are used to inform the development of the

emerging field. Second, an emerging field must combine these parent fields to address new or

previously unanswerable questions by (1) developing novel methodologies and/or technolo-

gies; or (2) applying existing methods or technologies in a novel way. Nanotechnology (e.g.,

[3], drawn from physics, chemistry, material science, engineering, and biotechnology), social-

ecological systems research (e.g., [4], drawn from social psychology, political science,
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biogeochemistry, and ecology, among others), and ecological forecasting (e.g., [5], drawn from

earth system sciences, ecology, statistical forecasting, informatics, and quantitative social sci-

ences; Fig 2) are all examples of emerging fields that have combined techniques or theories

from one or more other fields to produce novel and innovative research.

Fig 1. The percent of publications that use the term “emerging field” or “emerging discipline” out of the total

publications published in Web of Science from 1970 to 2020.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1009440.g001

Fig 2. Timeline of the development of ecological forecasting, an emerging field that combines methods, data, and

theory from a number of parent fields. Some of the milestones in the field are provided as examples of the

accumulation of resources and community building that has occurred thus far.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1009440.g002
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While getting your footing in any discipline requires a high level of self-motivation, enter-

ing an emerging field introduces unique hurdles. Where established fields have go-to text-

books and specialized courses as resources, trainees in an emerging field must piece together a

wide variety of formal and informal resources from multiple fields. Instead of a single search

term to find experts in their fields, a challenge unique to students in an emerging field is that

they must look beyond the traditional academic specialties and departments to find those

whose skill sets uniquely complement theirs. Nevertheless, students in emerging fields are

afforded unique opportunities to pursue leadership roles, contribute to groundbreaking aca-

demic pursuits, and shape the future culture of a new, emerging discipline.

Here, we describe 10 simple rules to successfully train yourself in an emerging field. These

rules grow out of our own experiences as students in the Ecological Forecasting Initiative

(EFI), a growing grassroots network aimed at building and supporting a community of prac-

tice around ecological forecasting. As students in an emerging field, we are motivated to use

our experience as a guide for other students who may encounter similar struggles in fields that

are actively evolving from traditional disciplines. While these 10 simple rules are targeted

toward students joining an emerging field, many of the rules may also be applicable to later

stage scientists interested in contributing to an emerging field.

Rule 1: Set goals

Setting goals is one of the most effective ways to ensure a successful project [6], and training

yourself in a new area is no exception. Goal setting is especially important in emerging fields

where there are less likely to be standard curricula. To maximize the likelihood of achieving

your goals, we suggest developing objectives that are specific, measurable, achievable, relevant,

and time-oriented (SMART framework, sensu [7]). We recommend the following as a process

for setting and meeting your goals:

1. Reflect on why you want to train yourself in the emerging field. Are there particular

research questions within the emerging field that excite you? Are there particular career

opportunities you wish to work toward?

2. List specific skills and areas of knowledge you need to answer your research questions, land

your dream job, etc. In our collective experience, this list is likely to include topics within

each parent field, although you may find that your list emphasizes some parent fields more

than others.

3. Organize your list of skills and knowledge according to the order in which you intend to

learn them. In doing so, it can be helpful to self-evaluate your own current expertise, to

determine which skills or which pieces of knowledge are prerequisites for others, and to

decide which are your top priorities.

4. Identify your training options (see Rules 2 and 4 to 6), and evaluate the ability of each to

meet your learning objectives (Rule 1, Step 2). When evaluating a training option, consider

its level (e.g., beginner, intermediate, and advanced) and the depth and breadth of material

covered, and identify if you need to reach out for mentorship for these objectives (Rules 4

to 6 can help here). Use your assessment to choose which specific training opportunities to

pursue within the next 3 months and within the next year.

5. Ensure that your list is aligned with the SMART framework by developing metrics for mea-

suring your progress (e.g., completion of a course and demonstrated ability to perform a

specific type of analysis) and by developing time frames for each measurable outcome.
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6. Periodically reevaluate your goals and skills (Rule 9), and revise your training plan if needed

(Rule 1, Steps 2 to 5).

Rule 2: Leverage existing resources, within and outside the emerging

discipline

Learning and conducting research in an emerging discipline do not mean that all aspects of

the science you are pursuing are entirely novel; rather, it is likely that your research combines

the theory and methods from multiple “parent” disciplines to tackle new questions or

approach existing questions in new ways. Therefore, the first step in educating yourself in an

emerging discipline is to become familiar with the literature, tools, and theory of the parent

fields and adjacent fields contributing conceptual or methodological advances. While using

resources and knowledge from outside of one’s field is a common, sound practice across scien-

tific fields, it is critical to do so when in an emerging field, as it is less likely that classical, field-

specific resources exist, especially those that connect theory from parent fields.

In addition to traditional learning resources such as textbooks and courses, many emerging

fields have online resources available, but it may fall on your shoulders to locate and choose

among them. For EFI, this has meant searching lab websites, YouTube, Google, and other plat-

forms for videos, lectures, hands-on activities, resource compendiums, and other resources rel-

evant to the field. Further, enthusiastic and knowledgeable collaborators can often serve as

extremely valuable resources themselves [8,9]. We therefore suggest that students identify

experts and collaborators within the emerging field (Rule 6) both to assist in the search for and

prioritization of resources and to serve as mentors throughout one’s training.

Importantly, once you have identified useful resources, consider compiling them in an

accessible location for others to find (Rule 3). For example, we are archiving resources relevant

to ecological forecasting on the EFI website (https://ecoforecast.org/). These include explana-

tions of important theory from the parent disciplines (e.g., ecological theory), how to practi-

cally apply the concepts to your research (e.g., R tutorials), and how to engage with

nonacademic stakeholders (e.g., structured decision-making). We emphasize that this effort is

best done collectively (see Rules 5 and 6); when resources are shared among collaborators, the

directory benefits from diverse research interests and perspectives. Of course, the nature of an

emerging discipline means that you will not be able to find every resource you need, no matter

how broadly you read and network. Sometimes, you will need to create your own resources

(Rule 3).

Rule 3: Where resources do not exist, help create them

In emerging fields, the resources that researchers normally turn to—textbooks, classes, and

conference sessions—may not yet exist. As a result, creating new educational resources in

emerging fields is often a critical contribution in improving access to the field. These resources

can range from the development of nontraditional courses (i.e., short courses and workshops),

to widely used resources such as textbooks, to software tools that enable application of new

methods and approaches. While creating some of these resources may be outside the scope of

a graduate student’s timeline, graduate students can often lead workshops or create technical

resources and may have the opportunity to assist senior scientists in developing larger-scale

resources, such as textbooks or intensive training courses. Given that textbooks and other edu-

cational materials are most often used by students, in many ways, early career researchers are

highly suited for contributing to such resources and developing resources for their peers [10–

12]. Here, we identify a few discipline-specific resources that can serve as launching points for

an emerging field, which can then develop into more vetted products down the road.
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Synchronous courses and workshops are incredibly useful for learning, but such curricula

can take years to develop, especially when the knowledge underlying this content is itself evolv-

ing. More casual learning sessions, whether in-person or remote, can provide a semistructured

way to build understanding through remote walk-throughs of software, serial journal clubs,

and group troubleshooting periods. Student-led workshops and resources have been founda-

tional to EFI’s efforts to increase participation broadly, including the annual student workshop

developed by the EFI Student Association (EFISA, https://ecoforecast.org/ecological-

forecasting-early-career-annual-meeting/), which in 2021, engaged with over 50 early career

researchers and provided numerous student-developed tutorials on code reproducibility,

model development, utilization of publicly available resources, and presentation of successful

submission to the NEON Forecast Challenge (https://ecoforecast.org/efi-rcn-forecast-

challenges/).

While educational resources regarding theoretical principles are critical to enabling training

in an emerging field, technical resources can be just as necessary. Learning new modeling

methods, data structures, or coding grammar can be tedious, and it is likely that other early

adopters of your field face the same struggles. As such, making your code available to others

can flatten the learning curve for other newcomers. Even as an early career scientist, you can

contribute to or lead the creation of discipline-specific software packages that bundle together

useful actions, such as downloading data from a domain repository or standardizing variables

to accepted units. Short-form tutorials that walk through a data pipeline of assembly, curation,

analysis, and/or visualization can offer a recipe to those who are uncertain where to start. Such

tutorials need not be thoroughly polished, either; subproducts, screwups, and raw trouble-

shooting can be just as useful (if not more so) for others seeking to learn alongside you. Build-

ing upon stand-alone tutorials, one can contribute to an online repository of tools geared

toward a particular discipline or method. For instance, CRAN’s Task Views (https://cran.r-

project.org/web/views/) provides overviews of field-specific R software packages. To serve

those in the ecological forecasting community, EFI has taken similar steps to provide over-

views of methods and tools common to ecological forecasters with an eye toward reproducible

workflows, with leadership often coming from early career and student members of the EFI

community (https://ecoforecast.org/efi-task-views/). Finally, by making your resources freely

available online, you can also help set a precedent of open science in the emerging field and

assist underfunded communities who may not have access to proprietary or pay-to-access

materials (see Rule 8).

Rule 4: Attend workshops and conferences

Science is social—many of us know this intuitively, as some of our best research ideas have

originated in casual conversations and coffee breaks [13]. For trainees in an emerging field, it

may be difficult to find a research sense of community within one’s home institution or exist-

ing network. Conferences provide a great opportunity to foster this sense of community while

receiving feedback on your research and meeting colleagues doing similar work. While attend-

ing conferences is critical for any graduate training program, in emerging fields, it provides an

important opportunity to find the breadth of resources and collaborators needed to advance

their training in multiple parent fields. Attending conferences regularly and purposefully

affords opportunities to discover research and researchers alike, and these interactions can be

jumping off points for collaborations or new ideas. Familiarity with the history and parent

fields of your discipline (Rule 7), will help you determine (1) what you need from each parent

field; and (2) what major conferences to attend to meet these needs. This deliberate planning

will maximize your returns, as you cannot attend every conference! Your emerging field (or
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one closely related to it) may also be hosting sessions as part of a larger conference: Many

emerging fields will get started this way as they initially start gaining momentum and building

community.

Conferences and workshops give you an opportunity to develop your own sense of belong-

ing in a field: You can network with other researchers who share your interests. Do not be shy!

You have opportunities to learn how others got started in this field and where they see it head-

ing (Rules 7 and 8). As a student in an emerging field, navigating your future path and career

can be particularly difficult, since the milestones feel unknown. However, by speaking with

established researchers, who collectively have diverse backgrounds, you can refine your own

path. Additionally, many conferences have professional development sessions for different

careers and skills, which can complement the conversations you initiate with researchers.

Rule 5: Join (or help create!) a network specific to the emerging field

Joining or helping to create a network specific to the emerging field can provide an efficient

means of sharing information, building research networks, and coordinating efforts to move

the field forward. In emerging fields, several of these benefits are uniquely important. For

example, accessing relevant information and resources is often difficult in emerging fields

(Rules 2 and 3) without a network for sharing information. Likewise, finding a suitable mentor

or collaborator can be particularly difficult in fields with relatively few active participants (Rule

6), but field-specific networks facilitate the development of these connections. Scientific net-

works in emerging fields will often be smaller than more established organizations, allowing

for uniquely close knit communities and active participation from a greater percentage of the

organization. Furthermore, in emerging fields, there are frequent opportunities for the devel-

opment of foundational theory and methods, and working within a network can help coordi-

nate these efforts to advance the field as a whole.

While students alone are likely unable to develop a formal research network, we encourage

you to help facilitate and build student-specific networks and collaborations within your

emerging field [14,15], as the benefit of peer education has been well documented for many

years [10–12]. Work together with other students getting training in your emerging field,

whether that’s through informal meetings, journal clubs, or consistent, dedicated time to trou-

bleshoot issues you may be having together. As you work on developing this network, remem-

ber that the network is most likely to thrive if you maintain low barriers to entry and

encourage inclusivity ([16]; Rule 8). Finally, think carefully about creating and maintaining

communication channels that can be used by participants and especially how to take advantage

of online collaboration tools (e.g., Twitter, Google Groups, Slack, and Zoom). Communication

is a key goal of these networks and will be critical to their success. Similarly, if you have identi-

fied a mentor within your emerging field, helping them to coordinate research activities across

the emerging field can be both personally and academically rewarding, as you will continue to

make meaningful connections within your field.

As members of the EFISA, we have benefitted from being a part of this community and

helping to shape its development. We have found that having both a dedicated student work-

ing group and participating in EFI’s topical working groups (e.g., Forecasting Theory and

Methods, Social Science applications, Education, etc.) have promoted active participation

from a growing membership body (n = 324, March 2021). Being involved in this community

allows us to have conversations with people who have been leaders in the developing field,

strengthening our understanding of the field and allowing us to become active participants in

moving the field forward. Likewise, conversations with others who are new to the field have

offered both a valuable source of support and help with finding resources.
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Rule 6: Find collaborators to work with and learn from

Through your participation in conferences and in a network specific to the emerging field

(Rules 4 and 5), you will likely develop collaborative relationships with other scientists. Work-

ing cooperatively boosts publishing productivity (as measured by total publication count [17])

advancing career success for all involved. In emerging fields, collaboration is beneficial in a

range of additional ways beyond publication totals alone. For example, emerging fields often

draw from several existing parent disciplines (Rule 2), and collaborating with researchers

whose primary disciplinary background is different from yours can broaden your viewpoint

and enhance your network. Likewise, collaborating with researchers who have been involved

in the emerging field longer than you offers mentorship that is particularly valuable consider-

ing that few other resources may exist to learn about and advance in the emerging field (see

Rule 1).

While there are many benefits to collaborative research, developing new, interdisciplinary

collaborations also presents meaningful challenges (see [18–20]). Building collaborative rela-

tionships is often a slow process, as it takes time to build trust and learn how to communicate

across different disciplinary backgrounds [21]. When conducting interdisciplinary research, it

is particularly important to learn the “language” that collaborators are using; different disci-

plines often use different terms to refer to the same concept or use the same term to refer to

different things. For example, we have found that terminology such as “forecast horizon” or

“data assimilation” are ambiguous in interdisciplinary collaborations, and “short time scale”

means something very different to paleoecologists compared to physiological modelers

(decades and hours, respectively). For those entering into collaborations as a means of getting

training in an emerging field, it is especially important to carefully consider what you can con-

tribute to the project and relationship in addition to how you can benefit from the collabora-

tion. While collaborative science has numerous benefits, it can also require significant

investment of time and resources from participants. Be thoughtful and transparent about how

much time you can commit and what your goals are from getting involved in a collaboration.

Once you have clarified your personal goals, you will be better able to communicate these to

others as you jump in and get involved.

Rule 7: Pay attention to history

Knowing the particular histories of the scientific disciplines in which we work is an important,

although often neglected, component of our development as scientists. Learning about the his-

tory of your field allows you to appropriately contextualize and relate theoretical advances in

the field through time. A primary approach to learning the history of a discipline is to identify

and read foundational papers (e.g., [22]). This practice of deep reading in your discipline is

useful for any scientist in training in order to learn the origins of key concepts and discipline-

specific methodologies. However, the importance of understanding the intellectual develop-

ment of parent disciplines is heightened in the context of an emerging field, where novel usage

of existing theoretical frameworks and analytical approaches necessitates additional caution

and awareness of potential limitations. Indeed, we may well ask ourselves as we read founda-

tional papers how their authors might approach long-standing or imperfectly resolved ques-

tions given recent advances in theory and technology.

In addition to contextualizing theoretical development over time, studying the history of

parent fields allows you to understand and critique the cultural evolution of your parent disci-

plines with an eye toward avoiding unintended cultures of exclusion. Science (at least in the

western hemisphere) has historically been the domain of a relatively small, elite group of white

male researchers [23–25]. While recent high-profile papers have illustrated that
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demographically underrepresented students in science make innovative contributions to their

disciplines at higher rates than their historically included counterparts, these contributions are

also more likely to be overlooked or ignored due to persistent bias [26]. As Rule 8 explains, the

practitioner in an emerging discipline has a unique opportunity to learn from the past in order

to build a more equitable future.

Finally, as a trainee in an emerging discipline, you will benefit from exploring the histories of

parent disciplines to make sense of a diverse, interdisciplinary array of terms and definitions. A

common vocabulary shared among scientists studying similar systems and questions, but at dis-

tinct scales and from diverse perspectives, is highly desired, although often elusive. Within EFI,

we are working to develop and publish both a working vocabulary of ecological forecasting

terms and a basic technical standard for sharing files and metadata, as a means of increasing

interoperability of research efforts in this emerging field. We recommend developing this com-

mon vocabulary early and using it widely within the emerging field. Ultimately, looking outside

the emerging discipline (Rule 2) and through the lens of history allows us to avoid “reinventing

the wheel,” and instead apply previously learned lessons to our novel research area.

Rule 8: Have a vision for the future

As a student and potential future leader in an emerging field, you have a particular stake in

helping to shape its future. Relative to fields with longer histories, emerging fields are less likely

to have both a well-defined scientific direction and a well-established set of cultural norms,

providing a unique opportunity to help create a vision for the field [15]. Start by reflecting on

the overarching research questions that excited you and motivated you to join the emerging

field. Next, consider any intermediate questions that need to be addressed along the way.

What types of data, infrastructure, and collaborations might you need to answer these ques-

tions? Using such considerations to prioritize data collection, infrastructure development, and

partnership building efforts will allow you to strategically work toward your vision for the

emerging field.

In addition to developing a scientific vision, we encourage new members of emerging fields

to develop a vision for the field’s culture. We believe that a commitment to both diversity,

equity, and inclusivity (DEI), and open science practices (OSPs) will help any emerging field

flourish. Here, we describe how and why you might help your field prioritize DEI and OSPs,

drawing upon examples from our experience with EFI.

Representation gaps among women, minorities, and persons with disabilities are persistent

in the sciences [23]. Even among academic fields that aim to address inequities, established

STEM fields have struggled to correct biases even once they have been acknowledged [27–29],

leaving an incredible opportunity for emerging fields to start their course right from the begin-

ning. As scientists and humans, we have much to gain from diversity, including faster paced

and more rigorous science [30–31], as well as fulfilling a moral and ethical obligation to have

diverse representation in science [16]. However, diversity is infeasible without inclusivity and

equity, underscoring the need to foster an inclusive culture and provide resources to those

who need them [16,32,33]. As a member of an emerging field, you have the chance to lay the

foundation for a diverse, equitable, and inclusive field while it is still growing and developing.

Inspired by EFI’s DEI initiatives, we suggest several possible avenues for involvement,

although many other avenues exist: (1) create a DEI strategic plan; (2) implement inclusive

pedagogy practices into your courses [34]; (3) make your lab culture more inclusive [35–37];

and (4) obtain or collect data to track specific gaps in representation in your emerging field.

Concurrent with the movement toward increased DEI in the sciences is a separate but

related movement to make science more “open.” OSPs are designed to increase the
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transparency, accessibility, and reproducibility of scientific research, thereby enabling transfer

of knowledge, facilitating collaboration, and enhancing scientific rigor and progress [31,38–

41]. While established fields may be entrenched in incentive structures that make engaging in

open science difficult [38,42], the fresh culture of emerging fields provides a unique opportu-

nity to establish a collaborative and open scientific culture early on. We encourage those

within emerging fields to help establish an open science “culture” by embracing OSPs and/or

building infrastructure for the emerging field that facilitates transparency and collaboration.

For example, EFI members have established a network for knowledge and skill exchange, facil-

itated through regular virtual meetings on specific topics within the field. Further, through the

work of a National Science Foundation (NAU : PleasenotethatNSFhasbeendefinedasNationalScienceFoundationinthesentenceFurther; throughtheworkofa::::Pleasecheckandcorrectifnecessary:SF) Research Coordination Network grant, EFI

leaders, including early career members, have developed a set of standardized methods for for-

matting and archiving forecast output, as well as tools to facilitate the application of these stan-

dards. Such standards facilitate the production, sharing, and comparison of a vast diversity of

ecological forecasts built upon a common, open-access data source.

By helping to establish norms that promote DEI and OSPs while a field is still emerging,

you can propel the field forward in producing more innovative and rigorous science for years

to come.

Rule 9: Measure your success

Continually reevaluating your goals is critical to determining if you are moving along your

intended trajectory. First, we encourage you to take the time to self-reflect on the progress you

have made toward your goals. This self-evaluation process improves academic success by

increasing self-efficacy and motivation, propelling you further down your learning path (Rule

1) [43,44]. One self-evaluation approach is to write down the tools, methods, and papers you

are now familiar with that would have been a challenge to digest at an earlier time. Another

approach to measuring progress is to look at your contributions to the emerging discipline in

the form of resources, community building, or inclusivity. A helpful guiding principle during

this self-evaluation is to ask, have I made entering this discipline easier for those who will

come next, and, if so, how? Documenting your success and growth over time will help you to

advocate for yourself and pursue a fruitful career in the emerging field (Rule 10).

Importantly, as you work toward your goals and develop skills needed in your emerging

discipline, your goals and objectives will evolve naturally (Rule 1). At this time, it may be useful

to revisit Rule 1 in order to reevaluate your goals and adjust your plan for achieving them.

Rule 10: Advocate for yourself

While advocating for yourself is important in any career path, it can be especially important

and challenging to those in an emerging field. As an emerging field is inherently new, those

outside of it may be less familiar with the skill sets and accomplishments associated with suc-

cess in the field. Thus, communicating and contextualizing your research and expertise to oth-

ers, ranging from a hiring or promotion committee to friends and family, often require

additional thought. It is important to not only develop your brand and elevator pitch [45], but

also to develop your pitch in a way that provides sufficient background to those outside your

emerging field. The burden of explaining the importance of your field falls more greatly on

you, although learning how to advocate for yourself effectively by highlighting the novelty of

the emerging field can make it easier.

When communicating your research, it is important to know your audience. Know your

audience in terms of general knowledge [46], but also try to identify or predict any precon-

ceived notions they might have about the emerging field. Have they heard of it, or do you have
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to define the field itself? Are there biases associated with the emerging field? Are they familiar

with skills and techniques that you use? If they are unfamiliar with the field, use your skills and

techniques as a way to show others what you do. They might not fully understand your

research or the emerging field, but being able to connect your research to real-world applica-

tions can broaden the perspective of outsiders to the field. For example, ecological forecasters

can easily lean on analogies to weather forecasts as a way to familiarize newcomers with the

value of the field’s methods.

Especially early in a field’s lifetime, academic departments and nonacademic jobs are

unlikely to be seeking out your specific skill set. This might necessitate stepping outside of

your comfort zone by thinking creatively about where your skills might be valuable and apply-

ing for positions in your field’s “parent” disciplines. For example, ecological forecasters could

be housed in a variety of departments such as ecology, biology, earth science, statistics, geogra-

phy, natural resource management, and public health departments. We recommend being

strategic in how you communicate and represent your experiences (e.g., on your CV) to high-

light how your unique skill set fits a given job, department, or field, especially if your emerging

field is not yet widely recognized.

While it might take additional effort, an exciting aspect of many emerging fields is that they

inherently have a vision for novel future research, demonstrating innovative abilities. Thus,

while advocating for yourself in an emerging field may be daunting, the novelty and vision of

it can strengthen your impact.

Conclusions

Developing expertise in an emerging field comes with uncertainties and challenges, but there

are also many benefits and unique opportunities. Here, we have highlighted some specific

actions to help guide students while learning the ropes of an emerging field, ranging from

identifying collaborators to finding the right resources to suit your learning needs. While the

challenges along the way can seem overwhelming, we also highlight opportunities that come

with joining and helping to carve the future of an emerging discipline. By synthesizing meth-

ods and theories from multiple established disciplines, emerging fields can both address novel

questions and lead to new scientific discovery and pursuit—creating whole new suites of scien-

tific questions. As scientists in emerging fields, we have the additional opportunity to direct

the scientific culture of the emerging field, thereby bolstering the scientific community as a

whole. We hope that our experience as students training in the field of ecological forecasting

can benefit those who seek to find the resources and people to develop their careers in other

emerging fields.
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